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Industrial Lock Systems

Cam Locks
For Letter Boxes, Office Furniture and much more...
RONIS-DOM CAM LOCKS can be specified for a range of
different applications such as Office Furniture, Vending
Machines, Cabinets and Letter Boxes. The RONIS and DOM
brands have developed a strong product recognition within
the industrial market during the past 70 years manufacturing
products to suit both standard and also more specific hole
dimensions and panel thicknesses.
The range of cam locks is also available as a stand-alone
product or as a master keyed solution with a diverse range of
cams to suit.

Latch Locks
imple, Effective, Compatible...
Adapted for both wooden and metal office furniture, the
RONIS-DOM LATCH LOCK range offers you a simple yet
effective locking solution that can be used with a standard
padlock.
RONIS has recently added the new 23700 lock to this range
with integrated clutch function.
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Multi Drawer Locks
Multi use, Multi purpose, Multiple applications...
When specifying for office furniture applications a multi point
locking system is often required using a combination of
round-ended cam and locking bar. The RONIS-DOM range of
MULTI-DRAWER LOCKS is available in nickel and chrome
finishes and can be adapted to your application using a screw
fixing, nut fixing or original RONIS snap-in solution.
Select products in this range are used in combination with
our anti-tilt ULTRA-TRACK system offering the perfect
solution for your multi-drawer cabinets applications.

Drawer Locks
Versatile, Practical, User friendly...
The selection of DRAWER LOCKS from RONIS-DOM offers a
design solution for wooden and metal applications. The inner
lock mechanisms are contained within a Mazak housing,
which is hidden from view inside the cabinet.
Whether for a single or multi point locking system, this varied
range offers adaptable, user friendly products such as the
RONIS Espagnolet system supplied complete with accessory
kit.

Push Locks
Push, Lock, Release in 3 easy steps...
The RONIS-DOM range of PUSH LOCKS has been designed for
self locking applications such as sliding doors.
This easy to install product range is suitable for both wooden
and metal furniture and is available for use with a master key
system.
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Griffe
T&L, Oberflächenbündige Montage und PVC-U...
RONIS-DOM offers a range of T&L shaped HANDLES,
available both with a locking and non-locking function.
Additional to this standard range we can also offer a variety
of FLUSH FITTING products made from a combination of
Masak and plastic.
A range of handles for double glazing applications is also
available either with a push button function or as a lockable
version.
RONIS is pleased to announce the launch of its new "CLIPEO"
flush fitting handle. Its innovative design incorporates a clip
locking function and is also available as a master keyed
solution. The "CLIPEO" handle can be finished in a range of
modern colors with individual customer logo on request.

High Security Locks
Quality, High Security Solutions...
Using our extensive knowledge in the field of master keying,
we can offer a large range of suited DOM pin tumbler cam
locks.
Whether you are building a master-key system or as part of a
complex multi-suited HIGH SECURITY system, RONIS-DOM
can offer the right solution for every application.
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Customised Locks
Tailor-made Solutions for every application...
Here at RONIS-DOM it is our mission to offer a tailor made
solution to suit every requirement.
In order to achieve this goal our research and development
departments are continually developing new products in line
with customer demands and changes in the market.
For individual requests please contact a member of the sales
team.

Modular V
Flexible Technology...
RONIS-DOM MODULAR technology has been developed to
offer a unique, efficient and cost effective solution to
industrial lock barrel replacement.
The MODULAR V removal barrel concept is available for a
range of products such as a selection of DOM cam locks and
multi drawer locks.
With this concept in mind RONIS has adapted its range of
COIN OPERATED LOCKS and INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS to
include a selection of removable barrels.

Get in touch– we’re looking forward to helping you!
Mobil Nr.: +49 151 144 59 365 or Landline: +49 2736 3562
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